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Features
Although the Industrial Revolution occured many decades ago, AHS continues
to provide its students with the skills to
become someone of higher profession in
the industrial work force. Continue and
explore the different courses AHS has to
offer in regards to the industrial world.

You Auto know
about thESE classES
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Creativity of Wood
There is something for everyone that makes us excited and
creative. While some students might find joy in taking AP classes or
drama, some might want to make things with their hands and learn
how to manipulate wood to make projects. AHS currently offers two
levels of woodshop classes: Wood Technology 1/2 and Wood Technology 3/4.
Wood Technology 1/2 students are introduced to the world of
making projects with wood. The different projects throughout the
year vary from making boxes to more complex projects like making a
stool. Students also learn about the safety measurements needed
to be able to safely work in the class.
“Eventually I would like [my students] to be at the point where
they can be at the level to make projects with their own creativity, “
woodshop teacher Carlos Sanchez said.
The more advanced class of Wood Technology 3/4 includes more
complex. During this class, students can work on their own projects.
“Woodshop is enjoyable because you do hand on activities,” senior
Gary Kam said.
If students are looking for competition with the skills they learn
in woodshop, there are district competitions where Mark Keppel,
San Gabriel, and Alhambra High students compete in all levels of
woodshop. There are many competitions at Skills USA but there
is only one specifically for woodshop. This year two AHS students,
sophomore Ben Lang and freshman Ray Pietrzik, have qualified for
the state competition.
Sara Hernandez
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Exploration of Architecture
Among AHS’ shop classes is the architecture and drafting class. Students who take this class are generally
interested in pursuing architecture in the future or simply enjoy the class.
“I like how architecture teaches us about the process of designing buildings and it’s cool because I’ve learned
how to draw what’s inside these buildings, [such as] bathrooms and kitchens,” junior Erin Kim said.
The class is taught by Oscar Motta and is located in IT-5. There are four periods of architecture, during which
students learn about many different architectural styles and drafting blueprints, amongst other areas of
study.
“I think the class really helps if you want to major in architecture or anything that involves drawing and/or
designing,” Kim said.
The class, alongside the clubs ASEA (American Society of Engineers and Architects) and Skills USA, competes in annual community college competitions. It was at one of these competitions that Motta was named
Teacher of the Year two years ago. They have also achieved several first-place wins at these competitions as
well; in particular, the class and the clubs specialize in toothpick building.
“I think I am a teenager at heart, [which is why] I love to teach what I love to do.” Motta said.
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The Wheel Deal

AHS’ Industrial Technology department includes Auto Technology classes, taught by Victor Quiroz in room IT-7, which allow
students to learn the basics of how to maintain a car. There are two levels of Auto Technology: Auto Technology 1/2 and Auto
Technology 3/4.
Auto Technology 1/2, the prerequisite for Auto Technology 3/4, teaches students the basic principles of the maintenance of an
automobile. This includes tuneups, brake services, progressive maintenance and wheel alignment and balancing. Students are also
instructed in safety and the proper use of tools and equipment.
“The class is actually quite challenging but it is really fun. I’m actually really glad i got the chance to take it,” Trade level 1/2
Steven Long said.
Auto Technology 3/4 encourages the students to work on their own car and the course focuses on more advanced engine work.
Students are also taught about automobile computer engine sensors and actuators.
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